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Generalizing Global Error Estimation for Ordinary
Differential Equations by Using Coupled Time-Stepping

Methods✩

Emil M. Constantinescu1

Abstract

This study introduces new time-stepping strategies with built-in global error
estimators. The new methods propagate the defect along with the numerical
solution much like solving for the correction or Zadunaisky’s procedure; how-
ever, the proposed approach allows for overlapped internal computations and,
therefore, represents a generalization of the classical numerical schemes for solv-
ing differential equations with global error estimation. The resulting algorithms
can be effectively represented as general linear methods. Several explicit self-
starting schemes akin to Runge-Kutta methods with global error estimation are
introduced, and the theoretical considerations are illustrated on several exam-
ples.
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1. Introduction

The global error or a posteriori error represents the actual numerical error
resulting after applying a time-stepping algorithm. Calculating this error and
controlling it by adapting the step size are generally viewed as expensive pro-
cesses, and therefore in practice only local error or the error from one step to the
next is used for step size control or as a proxy for error estimation [1, 2, 3, 4].
In general, however, local error estimates cannot predict how those local errors
will propagate through the simulation, and for some problems these local errors
can grow to be larger than intended. Therefore, from the end-user perspective,
local error estimation (LEE) is not always suitable, especially for problems with
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